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ABOUT  THIS  REPORT

Obtala Sustainability Report 2017 is aimed

at our employees , suppliers , customers ,

investors and any interested party. The

report references GRI Sustainability

Reporting Standards 2016 and intends to

give an insight into how relevant

environmental , social and economic factors

are managed to ensure our business value

drivers contribute towards United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals. 

All disclosures made by the company are

governed by the AIM regulation on

reporting. Information on Economic

Indicators provided in this report is

therefore restricted and we advise investors

and other stakeholders to consult our

financial statements available on our

website : 

http ://www.obtala.com/investors-financial-

statements.html  

We hope you find this report informative

and we appreciate your feedback , thoughts

and views.  

Please contact : 

Ilene.Hardy@obtala.com  20
17
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With global efforts to move towards a more sustainable future and Africa’s vision of moving towards

higher-value adding activities, Obtala can contribute through sustainable management of natural

resources and by actively engaging with the communities we impact. We were proud to see our efforts

recognized in 2017 with the award of the Impact Company of the Year title in  the  sub-$150m

capitalisation category by the Social Stock Exchange (SSX). This award represents an endorsement of our

business practices and social impact activities, and core belief of our board that the two are inextricably

linked. 

With the integration of Woodbois International, we have not only expanded our operations and

geographic reach, but our responsibilities and dedication to our people and nature. Our presence

internationally has grown and our management has attended some of the leading events on agriculture

and forestry, including the Dubai Wood Show, Fruit Logistica in Berlin and Tanzania FoodAgro as well as

Kenya Foodago, to create awareness of our products and be fully aware of latest standards and trends. In-

country, our teams have lead important efforts ranging from reforestation, to training of local farmers in

sustainable agricultural practices to investment in infrastructure.  

Given the nature of our business and sectors that we operate in, we are exposed to a changing policy

environment. It is therefore critical that we operate and communicate with transparency our business

value drivers and triple bottom line supported by quantitative and qualitative data. As project

development continues and operations become more established, we expect that much more data will

become available, which we hope is of material benefit to our stakeholders and investors.  

Sustainably commercial considerations and alignment with the SDGs will continue to shape decision

making internally, in alignment with our mission statement. We thank each and every member of the

Obtala team for their considerable efforts in developing this report. We hope you enjoy reading and

choose to engage with us, as we are keen to partner with stakeholders supporting our vision. 

May, 2018 

Yours sincerely,

Paul Dolan                                                                                   Jessica Camus 

Chief Executive Officer                                                        Non-Executive Board Member 

P R E F A C E
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Mauritius

CORPORATE
SNAPSHOT  2017

- Forests and Sawmills 

- Farm and Pack-House 

- Office 

- Operational Headquarters  
(Treasury, Forestry and Trading) 

Denmark

Cote d'Ivoire

Mozambique

Gabon
Tanzania

United Kingdom
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Engaging with Stakeholders and Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs)  

Developing relationships with stakeholders is

critical for identifying market opportunities and to

help our business thrive. Over the past year, we

embarked on a journey of stakeholder

consultations, identifying expectations and key

concerns. We engaged with investors, high-level

representatives from international organisations,

such as the African Development Bank, the World

Bank, local governments, heads of local

communities and international experts.  

We also solicited the views of and initiated

discussions with local and international platforms,

including members of the Tanzania Horticultural

Association (TAHA) and Grow Africa, a partnership

founded jointly by the African Union (AU), the

New Partnership for Africa’s Development

(NEPAD) and the World Economic Forum. 

Overall, we have received overwhelming support

for leveraging our business activities by embracing

social and environmental stewardship while

expanding our operational footprint in the region.

We understand however that the nature of our

business and geographic focus raises a series of

concerns that we take very seriously and try to

address holistically. 

Obtala is in a unique position to bring vital

positive impact to Africa’s economic

transformation, social development and

environmental management through our

operations. In this regard we have set out to align

our sustainability strategy with the United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which sets

out a vision for ending poverty, hunger, inequality

and protecting the earth’s natural resources. 
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We directly contribute to the following SDGs: 

Materiality Assessment

Equal rights

Economic value generated and distributed

Sustainable and hight quality products 

Responsible sales and marketing

Relations with local communities

Conflicts resolution

Wages and benefits

Developing local economies

Efficient use of ressources

Health and safety at work

Protection of land

Soil and water safety

Biodiversity

Legal harvesting 

Energy usage

Greenhouse Gas emissions 

Training and education



Susta inabi l i ty   

Report ing :  

Economic Impact  

Environmental Impact  

Social Impact  
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Our Value Drivers: 

ECONOMIC  IMPACT
Obtala is an Africa-focused forestry and agriculture business listed on the

London AIM market (OBT). The forestry business comprises of over 400 ,000

hectares of natural forests concessions of hardwood located in Gabon and

Mozambique , and a trading business procuring timber from sawmills across

Africa to export globally .  

Agricultural assets include 1 ,265 hectares of vegetable and fruit growing

farmland in Tanzania . In 2017 , Obtala significantly expanded its business

through the acquisition and integration of WoodBois International ApS , a fully-

operational timber trading , production and forestry company with      

a global reach . 
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Our activities have the objective of creating value-add to countries where we operate by creating

jobs and supporting the sustainable use of resources, in line with government priorities.  

For our Gabon forestry operations, investments in the construction of a new veneer factory. In

Mozambique, we have established a new sawmill to capture the processing and manufacturing

linkages in the supply chain. This will facilitate additional stable employment in a region where

there are currently few work and skills-development opportunities.  

For the Agriculture business we have made investments into the cold chain and upgrades of our

pack-house. These activities generate socio-economic benefits to surrounding communities.  

Significant Infrastructure Investments

For Even Greater Value–Add  

The communities we operate in are typically quite remote and many are largely subsistence

economies. Our continued presence is critical to the local communities and for the economies

to evolve and grow. In addition, our activities of building integrated vertical value chains benefits

countries, in terms of international exposure through exports of local products. 

Our Long-Term Economic Impact 
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Some of the greatest challenges facing humanity today are a rapidly growing

population and climate change , with Agriculture and Forestry being of vital

importance to both . This is particularly relevant as according to the FAO , the

planet will need to feed another two billion people by 2050 , with food security

becoming a serious issue . 

Many forests have become severely fragmented due to the encroachment of

an expanding human population , leading to demand for firewood and

extensive conversion of land for agricultural use . Obtala aims to sustainably

consolidate its economic development , while helping to increase agricultural

productivity through sustainable farming and helps ensure that forests

entrusted to it are protected . 

Our Value Drivers: 

ENVIRONMENTAL

 IMPACT
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While we fully support a ban on

irresponsible and illegal logging,

sustainable forest management is, in

fact, critical to addressing climate

change. Following the adoption of the

Paris Climate Agreement in

December 2015, we follow closely

stakeholder groups working on

accounting methods to estimate CO2

benefits with impact on Climate and

conservation of forests in emerging

and frontier markets.  

Climate Change

Risks and

Opportunities
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FORESTRY LOGGING AND

PRIMARY PROCESSING IN

GABON AND MOZAMBIQUE

Average intensity for Gabon
and Mozambique following
reduced logging practices

4  m 3 / h a    
S e l e c t i v e  h a r v e s t i n g     

Total volume of logs harvested
in 2017 campaigns 

3 4 , 5 1 3  m 3  
L o g s  o f  E x o t i c   
H a r d w o o d s

All forestry management plans have been

approved by the local governments , with

preliminary local community consultation and

approval , and are strictly followed . Forestry

concessions grant the holder the right to harvest

a sustainable level of timber from natural

hardwood forests on a 20 to 30-year rotation cycle

to ensure regrowth of forests .  

The management plans further aim to achieve a

viable level of exploitation based on selective

cutting of commercially-valuable species (forest

inventory) with emphasis on social aspects as well

as protecting the natural biodiversity . Areas that

are not in production are protected by Obtala and

therefore not at risk of being exposed to illegal

logging activities or being cleared for other uses ,

such as agriculture . Obtala ‘s qualified foresters

ensure that our operations are run responsibly . 

R E S P O N S I B L E  L A N D  U S E

Over the past decades , large areas of tropical

forests have been deforested and degraded .

The main causes are increasing demand for

land for commercial agricultural use , slash-and-

burn subsistence farming and illegal logging

activities for fuelwood and timber .  

We are fully aware that illegal logging activities

within tropical forests occur throughout Sub-

Saharan Africa , which has led to significant

deforestation , loss of biodiversity , increased

carbon emissions and conflicts within local

communities . To address these issues , we work

closely with the local law enforcement

agencies to ensure the protection of the

forests .  

S U P P O R T I N G  T H E  B A N

I M P O S E D  T O  C O U N T E R

I L L E G A L  L O G G I N G
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Obtala strictly follows both national and

international regulations and standards for Flora

and Fauna protection (CITES, IUCN).  

Caring For

Protected Species 

Under the leadership of Rui Pereira, our

Production and Environmental Manager in

Mozambique, 1700 native plants of Chanfuta,

Umbila and Jambire have been planted on 30 ha. 

Our Reforestation

Project 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE

FARMING IN TANZANIA

Total farm land in Morogoro,
Tanzania including 2 farms
called Wami and  Magole

1 , 2 5 6  h a    
T o t a l  L e a s e d   

Fruit and vegetable products: melon,
tomatoes, butternut, pumpkin, sweet
peppers, aubergine, cucumbers, sweet
potatoes-jewel

6 2 1  T o n n e s  
P r o d u c e d  A t  F a r m

In October 2017 , we conducted an

Environmental Audit (EA), based on

stakeholder consultations and soil

and water analysis , which has been

submitted to National Environment

Management Council , Tanzania

(NEMC) for review . The

environmental assessment largely

recognises the farms ’ socio-

economic benefits for surrounding

communities , and Tanzania as a

whole , namely through farming

techniques , good governance and

excellent relations with local

communities and quality produce .

Stakeholders mentioned direct

benefits in terms of employment ,

sharing of advanced farming

techniques and access to reduced-

price fruit and vegetables .  

A G R I C U L T U R E

O P E R A T I O N S

At Obtala , we have adopted systems

with a focus on preserving biodiversity ,

natural resource management and soil

fertility improvement based on sound

ecological principles .  

To achieve this objective , we employ a

range of sustainable cultivation

techniques , for example the use of bee

hives for pollination of sweet melons

and other crops requiring pollination .

At the same time , we are getting by-

products from the bee hives , such as

honey .   

S U S T A I N A B L E  F A R M I N G

T E C H N I Q U E S   
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EXPANDING OUR RESPONSIBILITY: 

WOODBOIS TIMBER TRADE 

DENMARK AND IVORY COAST 

The integration of WoodBois into our group marks a step change as our responsibility now

extends beyond our own operations to a much larger supplier network . Directly or indirectly ,

Obtala source all forest products from forests that have succeeded in passing the due

diligence process for legal and responsible sourcing of forest products .  

A traceability process has been established for all our products from the forest through

manufacturing to the final export product . WBI ’s office runs the Due Diligence process

 chain of custody , inspired by EUTR/FLEGT including a checklist of documents required for

screening existing suppliers at the beginning of each year and at the start of any

collaboration with a new supplier .  

Going forward , our sustainability efforts and reporting will be largely directed to cover our

trading business division , with the objective of implementing an extensive responsible

source programme and piloting modern techniques .  
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M&A :    

Obta la ,  WoodBois

Internat iona l   

Timber sourced from 

+50 suppliers

29 ,500  m3  

Volume  of  

T imber  Traded

Completion in 2017



 

Obtala ’s approach to the continued development of our business units

directly and indirectly generates a wide range of benefits for the host

community and host country on an economic , social and environmental

level .  One of the most fundamental and positive social impacts associated

with our company ’s strategic growth objective is the employment

opportunity we bring to a region .  

 

Obtala is an equal opportunity employer , allowing for skills development

through a number of channels , with the objective of helping to alleviate

poverty and improve food security .  

Our Value Drivers: 

SOCIAL IMPACT
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We strive to look after our employees and their

families, creating a positive cascade effect on

the wider community. We have mapped

relevant stakeholders and engaged in

community consultations, as a step towards

engaging more meaningfully with our

expanding communities.  

At our forestry concessions, these consultations

resulted in designating and mapping

agricultural land for local communities to use;

areas dedicated to crops, education and

information relating to the hunting seasons. Our

biodiversity, forestry inventory and social impact

assessment covers 100 percent of operations

and are implemented with local community

input.  

Unlocking Value

for Local

Communities  

SOCIAL INCLUSION ON

THE MOROGORO

FARMS ,  TANZANIA       

Professional farming education for the

community. Fifteen farmers from Milama were

trained in April 2017 at the Magole farm.   

Local infrastructure upgrades. Obtala supported a

range of infrastructure upgrades for Dakawa

primary school classrooms and the construction

of a police station canteen.  

Children and teachers benefit from Obtala’s

electricity connection at the local school. 

A further electricity connection was provided to

the Milama Primary School, enabling students to

extend their school days and the school to offer IT

lessons by introducing computers; all of which

means that the local students are likely to

perform better at the national exams and

improve their academic and career prospects.  
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Fruit donations. With food security and nutrition being of high priority, our company periodically

distributes fruit and vegetables to Milama primary school, mission, government hospitals and orphanages. 

Bringing the community together through Obtala Cup. The Obtala Cup football tournament took place at

the Milama Stadium, with 12 senior football teams and 4 junior teams from local villages. The tournament

is helping to forge a peaceful coexistence between the Maasai pastorals and the Swahili farming

communities, where tensions have been known to arise. The Obtala FC football team was promoted to 3rd

tier league in 2017 and continues to compete in local tournaments. To extend goodwill, Obtala has

committed to sponsoring the tournament on an annual basis.  

SUPPORTING  LOCAL

COMMUNITIES ,

MOZAMBIQUE    

Obtala has supported the local communities

in 6 villages on the concessions in Gile district.

This included training and support of

woodworking to make desks for pupils and

shelves. We have also made community

investments for the reparation of water

boreholes, construction of a primary school, a

bridge and offered waste planks for fencing

at schools, hospital, local government and

churches. 

Where possible, the social responsibility is

extended beyond Africa’s borders. Our

subsidiary, WoodBois International, was a

proud sponsor of a cycling race in Denmark

in support of a local children’s cancer charity

in July 2017. 

1 9  
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CYCLING FOR

CHILDREN ’S CHARITY ,

DENMARK    



We have established grievance frameworks in the countries in which we operate, adapting

procedures to the varying local contexts and national regulations. 

Grievance Mechanisms 

In October 2017 we were awarded both

the GLOBALG.A.P. and British Retail

Consortium (BRC) certifications,

international food safety standards and

employee health, safety and certification

on both farms and the processing facility.

The GLOBALG.A.P. Integrated Farm

Assurance (IFA) Standard consists of

General Rules and Control Points and

Compliance Criteria (CPCC) as they relate

to food production and the efficacy of the

supply chain. The BRC certification is the

leading safety, operational and quality

certification programme used by over

23,000 suppliers in 123 countries. 

Labelling for Consumer Care 
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100% of employees are
members of the Tanzania
Plantation and Agricultural
Workers Union (TPAW)

E N O C K  M U S A N Y I  

C R O P  P R O D U C T I O N

M A N A G E R ,  T A N Z A N I A  

Enock leads our crop protection

efforts and trial

segments/department of the nursery ,

whereby he ensures healthy

production of seedlings from the

nursery and resistance to pests &

diseases , climate conditions and

yields for successful crop selection .

Enock also ensures the company

conforms and maintains the

GlobalG .A .P . Standards and acts as a

social community representative .  

M O N A  B A K R I  

S A W M I L L  P R O D U C T I O N  

M A N A G E R ,  G A B O N  

Mona is the production manager at our

sawmill in Mouila , handling effectively

all production and logistics that come

with our forest operations at the site .  

She has 8 years of experience within the

industry , managing a workforce of 125

people and various sub-

contractors . Mona is one of many

inspiring women in our company . 

Members of Our Dedicated Team
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NOTES

GRI 202-2 Proportion of senior management hired from the local community  

Senior management definition: being employed in a management position with one or more employees to manage.  

Geography definition: local community is considered at province level in each of the three countries with operations

Gabon, Mozambique and Tanzania.    

GRI 302-1 Total energy consumption from fuels (diesel, petrol) 

Litres of fuels to GJ conversion was done using conversions factors for energy content section of the GHG Protocol Tool:

"NCASI Spreadsheets for Calculating GHG Emissions from Wood Products Manufacturing Facilities Workbook Version

1.0". 

Diesel fuel: 0.039 GJ HHV/LTS 

Petrol fuel: 0.0362 GJ HHV/LTS 

GRI 302-3 Energy intensity  

The dominant for forestry is produced lumber in m3. 

The dominant for agriculture is the final product calculated as quantity of fruit and vegetables produced at farm less

rejected quantity after sorting in tonnes. 

Included in calculation: diesel, petrol consumptions and electricity. 

GRI 304-1  Biodiversity 

Total Hectares of Forest Concessions  

Includes all forests approved and in process of final approvals.  

Area with actual operations in 2017 

For Gabon, the area with actual operations in 2017 was taken from the operational management plan 2017.  

For Mozambique, the area was calculated as follows:  

Hectares of productive forest divided by the number of the rotation cycle as per management plans.  

GRI 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions from use of fuels 

For forestry: Tool used from GHG Protocol Website:  "NCASI Spreadsheets for Calculating GHG Emissions from Wood

Products Manufacturing Facilities Workbook Version 1.0". 

For agriculture: Tool used from GHG Protocol Website. “Stationary Combustion Tool Version 4.1”. Cited "World Resources

Institute (2015). GHG Protocol for stationary combustion. Version 4.1" for the GHG emissions from diesel consumption

reported for stationary combustion via generators. And “Transport Tool Version 2.6”. Cited "World Resources Institute

(2015). GHG Protocol tool for mobile combustion. Version 2.6" for local use of vehicles for agriculture purpose (tractor,

excavator, grader). 

Only Diesel and petrol fuels were included in the calculation. 

The GHG emissions from the Refrigeration and Cooling System have not been included.  

The GHG emissions from the use of fertilizers have not been included. 

GRI 305-2 Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions electricity purchase 

Tool used from GHG Protocol Website. “Purchased Electricity Tool V 4.8”. Cited "World Resources Institute (2015). GHG

Protocol for stationary combustion. Version 4.7".  

GRI 305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions: on-site biomass incineration 

(forestry operation) 

Tool used from GHG Protocol Website. "NCASI Spreadsheets for Calculating GHG Emissions from Wood Products

Manufacturing Facilities Workbook Version 1.0". 

GRI 305-4 GHG emissions intensity: Scope 1 and Scope 2  

The dominant for forestry is produced lumber in m3. 

The dominant for agriculture is the final product calculated: quantity of fruit and vegetables produced at farm less

rejected quantity after sorting in tonnes. 

Scope 3 GHG emissions from wood waste incineration is in included. 

GRI 403-1 Recordable injuries and illnesses 

Total Recordable Incidents Frequency Rate (TRIFR) per 200,000 man-hours ((number of injuries and illnesses recorded /

number of hours scheduled per year) x 200000)/100) 

All photos © Obtala Limited 
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SOURCES AND ACRONYMS  

Alternative Investment Market (AIM) 

http://www.londonstockexchange.com/companies-and-advisors/aim/aim/aim.htm  

African Development Bank (ADB)  

https://www.afdb.org  

British Retail Consortium (BRC) 

https://www.cert-id.com/Certification-Programs/BRC-Certification.aspx 

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) 

https://www.cites.org/ 

European Union Timber Regulation (EUTR) 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eutr2013/index_en.htm 

Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade Action Plan of the European Union (FLEGT) 

http://www.euflegt.efi.int/home  

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)  

http://www.fao.org 

GLOBALG.A.P  

https://www.globalgap.org 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 

https://www.globalreporting.org 

Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) 

https://ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools  

Grow Africa 

https://www.growafrica.com 

National Environment Management Council, Tanzania (NEMC) 

http://www.nemc.or.tz/ 

Paris Climate Conference (COP21) 

http://www.cop21paris.org/about/cop21 

Social Stock Exchange UK (SSX)  

https://www.nexexchange.com/members-partners/social-stock-exchange 

Tanzania Horticultural Association (TAHA)  

http://taha.or.tz 

Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) 

http://www.lausd-oehs.org/docs/Scorecard/OEHS_Incident_Rate_Calculation_Worksheet%20_032513.pdf  

The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)  

https://www.iucn.org 

United Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in

Developing Countries (REDD+) 

http://www.un-redd.org/ 

United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org 
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